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Abstract

Plasma Event TRiggering for Alarms (PETRA) is a flexible new system at JET for detecting plasma events to trigger exception
handling responses. It provides a platform for all existing and new techniques which involve processing JET real-time data to
identify when to change the trajectory of a plasma shot, and reduces the technical cost and risk in demonstrating new techniques.
At the same time as providing a protection function to the machine, it still supports additions and modifications to the event detector
library during the course of an experimental campaign. It has successfully demonstrated novel techniques, and has computational
capacity to continue supporting research into further event detection triggers.
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1. Introduction

Experimentation on a tokamak device naturally involves ex-
ploring the bounds of its operational region, and uncertainty in
those bounds means that it is often necessary to adjust the tra-
jectory of a plasma shot away from the pre-programmed plan
in real-time. This is known as exception handling (EH). EH
is required for: the triggering of protection systems for invest-
ment protection; reducing scarce resource consumption in fail-
ing shots; correcting unhealthy plasma state to maintain perfor-
mance; handling hardware failures during operations; account-
ing for unpredictable machine response in the presence of dis-
turbances such as impurity influxes or actuator failures.

To handle exceptions, first we need to have means of detect-
ing them. There are also benefits to experiment design in de-
tecting certain non-exceptional plasma conditions, for example
to trigger the start of a termination phase based on plasma ra-
diative properties, rather than at a pre-programmed time.

Exception handling is often part of a scheme of protecting
the machine. Fusion devices tend to apply many layers of pro-
tective systems, with differing aims ranging from the safety of
personnel down to the longevity of individual components.

The requirements for these protective systems vary, often
with a distinction between those which aim to operate the ma-
chine in a safe way, and those which guarantee an aspect of
operational safety. For example at JET, the Plasma Position
and Current Controller (PPCC) [1] is set up to hold the plasma
at a safe distance from vessel walls, but does not guarantee this.
Meanwhile the WAll Load Limitation System (WALLS) [2] and
Vessel Thermal Map system (VTM) [3] ensure that tempera-
ture and energy limits on plasma facing components (PFCs) are

maintained by raising alarms that terminate the shot when they
observe these limits have been or will be surpassed.

Considering EH specifically in respect of plasma conditions,
the avoidance and mitigation of disruptions has long been a re-
quirement in tokamaks running larger energy plasmas [4, and
references therein], to avoid high disruption forces and rapid
deposition of large thermal energies onto PFCs and the vessel.

Beyond disruption mitigation, recent efforts in the field of
disruption prediction [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] aim to produce ear-
lier and more reliable means of identifying conditions that lead
to disruptions in real-time. These are then used to trigger dis-
ruption avoidance responses, either attempting to land a plasma
early without the disruption occurring or predicting the disrup-
tion sufficiently far in advance to adjust trajectory and maintain
a healthy plasma.

On JET up to 2018, real-time implementations for disrup-
tion mitigation event detection would be found in VME systems
running either compiled schemes, or programmable schemes
in the Real Time Central Controller (RTCC) [12]. Indica-
tors for disruption avoidance may also have been programmed
with RTCC, or for more demanding machine learning-based
schemes a dedicated Linux PC system would be introduced,
with considerable software and hardware integration costs.

The problems solved by these systems can be generalised
into the concept of a plasma event detector. Introducing a single
common technology for plasma event detectors has operational
benefits in providing a consistent approach to configuring ex-
ception handling regimes. Meanwhile, it can bring down the
costs of introducing new plasma event detectors, both in the ini-
tial integration and the ongoing maintenance of these schemes.
This reduced barrier to entry and cost of failure allows us to
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implement more experimental schemes.
The Plasma Event TRiggering and Alarms system (PETRA)

introduced in 2018 is a platform for new and existing plasma
event detectors. It provides a framework for the software de-
sign of event detectors, access to a wide range of data from the
JET real-time data network (RTDN) [13] and the ability to con-
nect event detector outputs to exception handling responses in
the Real Time Protection Sequencer (RTPS) [14] and RTCC.
It provides a protection function in triggering the mitigation of
damage from disruptions, while at the same time enabling the
use and development of certain non-protection event detection
functions throughout experimental campaigns.

2. Requirements

PETRA was designed to meet the following requirements.
- Maintain a processing cycle with a hard real-time deadline

of 2 ms, to match the performance of current disruption mit-
igation triggering systems and maintain access to the highest
resolution of data available in real-time.

- Process input data to detect a variety of plasma conditions
classified as significant events.

- Transmit alarms to RTPS and RTCC to enable the trajectory
of a pulse to be modified in response to detected events.

- Make use of a pre-existing PC setup identical to WALLS,
powered by an AMD Phenom II X6 1090T CPU and running a
Linux distribution with the Linux 2.6 PREEMPT kernel.

- Enable the safe handling by RTPS and RTCC of missing
data inputs to PETRA.

- Accommodate present and future data processing tech-
niques to enable continued development of additional event de-
tectors.

- Enable regular minor updates and additions to the library of
event detectors.

- Operate in the context of the typical JET operations sched-
ule, with long experimental campaigns separated by shutdown
phases of varying lengths and short restart phases.

- Store all data required for the purposes of determining how
PETRA behaved during a pulse and for later analysis of the
behaviour and performance of event detectors.

3. Design

PETRA re-purposes parts of an existing system at JET. Dis-
cussion of the hardware, operating system and integration into
the JET control and data acquisition environment will not be
repeated in this paper, as these inherited parts of the system are
based on the design of WALLS, which is discussed in detail by
Valcárcel et al. [2].

As with many JET real-time systems [2, 3, 14, 15], PETRA
makes use of the MARTe framework [16]. Generic and spe-
cialised modules for taking in data inputs and providing data
outputs are written in C++, inheriting from MARTe classes.
Using MARTe configuration language, instances of these mod-
ules are then configured and connected together to build an ap-
plication. A new event detector could be built using existing

modules configured and connected in a new way in some cases,
or by writing and compiling new modules and configuration in
others.

Data is received over the RTDN in data packets from numer-
ous diagnostics and control systems, and transmitted back by
the same means.

Data feeds into specialised modules for different event de-
tectors, but these all produce a standardised event detector two-
part output: is this event occurring, and has this event received
enough data to be valid? This output is structured to fit into a
single word in the application data buffer. Since received data
are usually only useful if they are recent, PETRA checks that
these packets are received at the expected rate, and the event
detector output indicates this.

Fig. 1 indicates how the outputs of event detectors are fed
into PETRA alarms. Grouping events together into alarms is
necessary because, while PETRA must be able to process a
number of event detectors which varies on a shot-by-shot ba-
sis, the systems it communicates with are not expected to take
in a varying number of PETRA outputs. The event detectors
therefore feed into a set number of PETRA alarms, each with
an accompanying blind alarm. The alarms also take in ‘condi-
tioning’ inputs. When the conditions are not all met, an alarm
will ignore its ’event occurring’ inputs, so that specific alarms
can be applied only at certain times or above certain plasma
currents or energies. These conditioning inputs have been im-
plemented as event detectors.

A practical example is provided in Fig. 2, showing the tra-
jectory of a plasma pulse which was stopped by PETRA due to
a locked mode.

Event 1

Occurring Invalid

Event 2

Occurring Invalid

Condition 2
Occurring

Invalid

Condition 1
Occurring

Invalid
OR

AND

OR

AND PETRA 
Alarm

Alarm

Blind

Figure 1: Each PETRA alarm and blind is a logical combination of the con-
nected events and conditions.

There are 8 such PETRA alarms in the present configuration,
leading to typical usage as in Fig. 3. The link between these 8
alarms and exception handling responses is handled within the
receiving systems, RTPS and RTCC.

Data collection in PETRA requires an additional JET service
on top of those used by WALLS, as a result of the ability of
PETRA to run any number of plasma event detectors, each of
which may define its own additional dataset. The General Ac-
quisition Program (GAP) is not designed to handle any arbitrary
dataset, so another JET module known as the Real Time Log-
ging library was adapted for MARTe applications. This module,
as used by RTCC, stores data in a file system with a single file
per signal and an index file for signal discovery. The directory
containing these files is transmitted as a whole to the JET data
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Figure 2: In this JET restart pulse #93912, a locked mode detector is connected
to one PETRA alarm. The conditioning inputs to the alarm were 1=“time > 0
s” and 2=“plasma current > 1.6 MA OR plasma energy > 5 MJ”, which are
both met from 4.058 s. The locked mode event detector observes the locked
mode amplitude normalised by plasma current exceeding a threshold at 4.570
s. After a 20 ms assertion time, it outputs that an event is occurring. Since the
conditions are met and an event is occurring, the alarm is raised, and PETRA
thereby triggers a stop and MGI. The pulse rapidly concludes, during which the
normalised locked mode amplitude briefly dips below the threshold but then,
as plasma current reduces so the normalised locked mode measure increases
towards infinity. After another 20 ms assertion time the detector once more
outputs an event occurring. However, the alarm is not raised again because the
conditioning inputs are no longer both met.
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Figure 3: A typical pulse allocates event detectors to the various PETRA alarms
to target different exceptions in different phases of the plasma.

warehouse for storage after each pulse, and the common JET
software libraries for data retrieval can be used to later access
this data.

PETRA runs multiple synchronised threads to allow parallel
calculations on the input data (Fig. 4). One main thread is
responsible for synchronisation with other JET systems through
a timing packet received on the RTDN. This thread handles all
input and output from PETRA. It shares the input data with
the parallel threads and triggers their execution. A standardised
data format is used to move event detector outputs generated
in the other threads back to the main thread, where all event
detector outputs are then used as inputs to the PETRA alarms.

Main thread (CPU1)
PETRA

RTPS

RTCC
diagnostics 
and control 

systems

RTDN
infrastructure

Parallel thread (CPU3)

Parallel thread (CPU2)data

events

alarms

?

Figure 4: All data input to PETRA comes from the RTDN and goes through a
single main thread, which synchronises and shares input data with two paral-
lel threads. These threads send event outputs back to the main thread, which
combines these with its own events and produces the outputs. It sends outputs
back over the RTDN. With minimal additional work, events generated exter-
nally from PETRA could be sent to the main thread over the RTDN and treated
in the same manner as those generated on the parallel threads.

The same standardised data format could be used to send
event detector outputs to PETRA over the RTDN. This would
allow a future additional system to run the PETRA framework
and feed into the existing infrastructure over RTDN packets
alone, in order to enable event detectors which require greater
CPU power or potentially GPU processing.

3.1. Designing for both protection and experimentation

PETRA is a protection system which makes guarantees about
a subset of its event detectors. These will be used to trigger mas-
sive gas injection (MGI), which must be achieved on known
timescales to effectively mitigate damage caused during cer-
tain plasma events. However, it also needs to accommodate
new or updated event detectors to facilitate experimentation. It
is a requirement that new or updated event detectors will not
change PETRA’s behaviour (what decisions it makes) or per-
formance (its hard real-time performance) with regard to those
guarantees. Any changes to PETRA that may interfere with
this requirement invalidate the use of PETRA to provide dis-
ruption mitigation until a commissioning procedure has been
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completed which once again proves its behaviour and perfor-
mance.

This full commissioning procedure requires a number of
shots on JET, and observation of plasma conditions which trig-
ger its disruption event detectors and its vertical displacement
event detector. Typically this commissioning would be carried
out parasitically during a restart phase of operations, where PE-
TRA’s guarantees are not yet needed because of the low plasma
currents and energies of the shots being run. Outside of a restart
phase, repeating this commissioning only for PETRA is gener-
ally prohibited, as it would take time away from the scientific
programme of the machine.

Prohibiting all changes to PETRA’s event detectors was not
an option though, as this would hinder progress in the develop-
ment of new, experimental schemes through PETRA.

PETRA is inherently reconfigurable, as it is built in the data-
driven MARTe framework. From a configuration stream sent to
PETRA, it will instantiate a set of Generic Application Modules
(GAMs), which read in data signals, execute some algorithm on
that data and write out data signals. GAMs are the application
building blocks in the MARTe framework. They each have a
section of configuration parameters fed to them, and their input
and output signals are connected together into a network of data
flows which carries out the application’s purpose. Many small
changes in application behaviour can be achieved by changing
the parameters of GAMs or by modifying the network connec-
tions, while still only using the same proven pieces of applica-
tion code.

However, there will still be times when newly compiled code
is needed to update an event detector. For this reason, all com-
piled code which enables the protection elements of PETRA
sits in two distinct software products (one for the event detec-
tors and one for the PETRA framework that they sit inside),
while all compiled code for the other event detectors sits in a
third. Furthermore, the PETRA application separates out its
protection role to run on one main real-time thread (see Fig. 4),
with other event detectors running inside either one or two other
real-time threads. All of these threads run on different isolated
CPU cores. If the non-protection threads fail to meet their real-
time deadline, this will not prevent the protection thread from
meeting its own deadline.

With these design choices, it becomes safe to make software
modifications to this third software product without recommis-
sioning the entire application. Instead, a single shot recommis-
sioning procedure is used, in which all the new code is exercised
in the non-protection threads and the impact (or lack thereof) on
the performance of the protection thread is monitored.

3.2. Shot-by-shot configuration

A new configuration stream is sent to PETRA before every
JET shot. The majority of this configuration is static, but the
choice and configuration parameters of event detectors running
on each thread will vary, as will the connections from event
detectors to alarms, and the alarm conditioning parameters.

The JET user chooses a single Protection Scenario for a shot,
which implements a number of event detectors attaching them

to the two PETRA alarms reserved for triggering MGI. The pa-
rameters of these detectors are not adjustable, as they corre-
spond to limits specified in the operating instructions of the JET
device. Protection Scenarios are curated by the responsible of-
ficer for PETRA, who could produce a Protection Scenario that
goes against these limits where such exceptions have been ap-
proved for a specific experiment. The full protection scenario
runs on the main PETRA thread.

Next, the JET user has access to a number of Experiment
Event Scenarios, each with configurable parameters and a con-
figurable connection to any of the other six PETRA alarms.
These will run on the other real-time threads.

Finally, the JET user can configure the conditioning on the
eight PETRA alarms, within bounds chosen to guarantee its
protection functions.

4. PETRA Usage

At time of writing, PETRA has been used as the sole disrup-
tion mitigation trigger in all 2155 JET shots for which it was
fully commissioned. It is the only system configured to trigger
the MGI system at JET in most shots; all the pre-2018 plasma
event detectors for disruption mitigation have been reimple-
mented and are found in the default Protection Scenario.

PETRA has also introduced a new detector for triggering
MGI at vertical displacement events (VDEs), which prior to
2018 were not protected against. Furthermore, PETRA now
hosts many well-established event detectors which were pre-
viously implemented in RTCC, freeing up this programmable,
hardware-limited system for other purposes.

PETRA has supported the implementation and development
of novel detectors based on various works [17, 18, 19], the de-
tails of which are not covered in this paper. Mostly these are
now available for regular use, but novel detectors are not uni-
formly successful, as is expected when supporting active re-
search. In particular, PETRA demonstrated the use of gener-
ative topographic mappings (GTM) in real time on JET [11].
While the technique has been shown to be effective in offline
data, the differing quality of the input data available in real time
versus that used to build the model offline was such that the real-
time output was unreliable. Now that the plasma shots planned
in upcoming experimental campaigns have already been de-
signed without GTM for exception handling, further work on
improving this technique at JET is presently less of a priority.

Had GTM been implemented on its own dedicated system,
there would now be redundant hardware and software remain-
ing, which would not be used and would soon become unsup-
portable. However, because it was implemented in PETRA,
there is no redundant hardware, and the software has been de-
veloped in a standardised way with the PETRA framework.
That framework is in continued use in the other event detec-
tors, thus a future update of GTM in PETRA will continue to
be technically cheap to implement, whether that happens in the
short term or in the longer term.

With the currently available event detectors, PETRA is not
close to using its full processing capacity, and therefore not
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close to missing its real-time deadlines. Fig. 5 shows that in the
most recent recommissioning pulse, the tasks other than event
detectors in each real-time thread require up to only ∼320 µs in
each cycle. Meanwhile, Fig. 6 shows the distribution of execu-
tion times of various pieces of PETRA event detectors during
the same pulse. Some of these pieces are data preprocessing
related to specific event detectors, while others are the event
detectors themselves. The GTM event detector is the most de-
manding task PETRA currently completes, and has been plot-
ted on a separate scale for this reason. However, even this task
leaves plenty of spare processing capacity within the 2 ms cycle
time, even without making use of multiple threads.

5. Conclusions and future work

Introducing a dedicated plasma event detection system at JET
has consolidated existing triggers used in exception handling
and facilitated cheaper development of new triggers. The use
of PETRA as both a protection and an experimentation system
has been a successful strategy, but must be supported by care-
ful control of its configuration and sufficient separation in the
software design between these two functions.

At present, PETRA still has significant capacity to run more
instances of the existing event detectors, or more computation-
ally demanding event detectors. Future work involving com-
putational complexity orders of magnitude greater could be ac-
commodated by reducing the cycle time of the third real-time
thread, or if a faster deadline is required then an implementa-
tion on separate hardware making use of recent CPUs, GPUs
or even FPGAs could feed into the main PETRA infrastructure
via the RTDN.
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